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New audio scenarios require seamless support from an audio first standardized ad hoc network.

The group defined a set of use case scenarios. Need requirements were discussed. Existing network
architectures were compared against listed requirements and came up short. Therefore a new audio fi
standardized ad hoc network is needed.

Top 4 use case scenarios:

In person meeting/conference call: multiple people at a table. Each individual places their phone 
the table in front of them. The phone microphone in front of person A pickups their voice and it is
transmitted to the phone speaker in front of person B at the other end of the table. Concurrently, 
person from a different location may join the conversation

1. 

Network hearing aid: a different use case scenario using the same implementationa. 
Natural language control: phone or other microphone is used to control the networked home2. 
Wall of sound: multiple people in a room want to listen to the same music. Instead of requiring an
external speaker to make the music loud enough for everyone, each person’s phone is synchron
and used to play the music from each individual’s phone

3. 

Surround recording with multiple sources: imagine a symphony (or other group of musicians). Ea
musician places their phone or other recording device on their music stand and wirelessly transm
audio to a recording medium. Further, multiple recording devices could be used to capture the
ambiance of the room from multiple locations of a single (or more) source. Or, multiple musicians
different locations could be recorded at the same time.

4. 

Below is the list of requirements compared to existing support in existing wireless technologies



Requirements WiFi 5G BT BLE

Low Power no ? maybe yes

Reliable audio
communication ? ? no ?

Controllable latency no ? no ?

Geometry/Location
reporting no no no no

Low cost no ? yes yes

Non-proprietary yes yes yes yes

Discoverability yes yes yes yes

Self configuring network yes ? no no

Geometry/Location
reporting no no no no

Nearfield inter-
communcation yes yes yes yes

Hubless multi peer
connectivity yes ? yes yes

Multi-bidirectional audio
channels yes yes ? ?

Scalable audio channel
count yes yes no ?

Versatile audio formats yes yes yes ?

Command & Control yes yes yes yes

Highly accurate
synchronization yes ? no ?

We are now living in a world where almost everyone is wearing a microphone and speaker (i.e., a
smartphone). This provides a wonderfully wrapped present that has yet to be opened. Why have we n
taken advantage of the possibilities?

Our workgroup development a list of over 10 use case scenarios that could be possible based on a wo
where everyone carries a smart phone.

In person meeting/conference call: multiple people at a table. Everyone puts their phone on the t
in front of them. The phones are used so that people at one end of the table can better hear peo
the other end of the table. i.e., phone microphones at pickup the voices at one end of the table a
transmit them to the phone speakers at the other end of the table. In addition, if being used to
conference with people not in the room, the multiple microphones in the room could be used toge
in a beam forming aspect to better pick up the voices in the room.

1. 

Translator function: two people are talking to each other but speak different languages. The
microphones could pickup one’s voices, an app or algorithm would do the translation, and then
transmit it to the speaker or headphone in the other person’s phone.

2. 



Video with local microphone: Video is being recorded or transmitted of someone else. Instead of
using the microphone in the phone of the person recording the video, audio can be recorded from
phone of the person being recorded. The end result is that the recorded voice will be cleaner and
clearer.

3. 

Networked hear aid: current hearing aid solutions use a microphone worn by the person needing
hearing aid. Audio would be much clearer if audio was recorded on the phone of the person doin
speaking.

4. 

Wall of sound: a group of people are gathered and would like to listen to the same music or othe
audio. Instead of huddling around one phone, or requiring an external speaker, the music could b
broadcast to everyone’s phone.

5. 

Follow me around the house: as the user walks through the house, their movement is detected a
speakers are turned on and off as appropriate. This requires no setup at the speakers and phone
communicate location and configuration to each other automatically.

6. 

Seamless transition conferencing: a user can be on a call and transition from one WiFi network, t
cell service, to another WiFi network, all without dropping the call. This actually is more of a
networking issue and is likely solved by a different solution, but still falls within the nature of what
trying to be accomplished.

7. 

God mode: probably not legal, but an individual may walk down the street and broadcast audio to
phones of those in proximity. At first glance this would be used for propaganda or advertising, bu
practicality some sort of opt in ought to be required that would negate these uses. Perhaps some
other use could be found for this in the future, such as communication of local emergencies.

8. 

Surround recording with multiple devices: multiple recording devices are placed in different locati
of a recording space. Placement of the devices such that the ambiance and sound of the room is
captured.

9. 

Multitrack recording with devices: each source or musician would be recorded directly using phon
microphones or other recording devices. The audio being recorded would be transmitted to some
other recording medium. Musicians may or may not be located in the same location.

10. 

Concert/crowd sound playback: concert attendees can all receive live music via their phones and
listening devices (headphones, phone speakers) of their choosing. Attendees are no longer subje
to overly loud music with too much echo.

11. 

Natural language control: the user uses their phone or other microphone to control their networke
home.

12. 

Based on the above use case scenarios, many technical requirements are derived such as low latency
power, and discoverability. Below is a list of these requirements and a comparison to existing and know
applicable wireless architectures. The end result is that there is not a currently known architecture that
supports all technical needs required by the above use case scenario.

Requirements WiFi 5G BT BLE

Low Power no ? maybe yes

Reliable audio
communication ? ? no ?

Controllable latency no ? no ?

Geometry/Location
reporting no no no no

Low cost no ? yes yes

Non-proprietary yes yes yes yes



Discoverability yes yes yes yes

Self configuring network yes ? no no

Geometry/Location
reporting no no no no

Nearfield inter-
communcation yes yes yes yes

Hubless multi peer
connectivity yes ? yes yes

Multi-bidirectional audio
channels yes yes ? ?

Scalable audio channel
count yes yes no ?

Versatile audio formats yes yes yes ?

Command & Control yes yes yes yes

Highly accurate
synchronization yes ? no ?

As current architectures are not fully suitable to support the suggested use case scenarios, a new
technology must be required.
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